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Executive Summary

This report of the Economic Affairs Interim Committee (EAC) completes the Committee's 20 months of activities during the 2001-2002 Interim. Under 5-5-215, MCA, the Committee has the responsibility to:

(a) review administrative rules within its jurisdiction;
(b) subject to 5-5-217(3), conduct interim studies as assigned;
(c) monitor the operation of assigned executive branch agencies with specific attention to the following:
   (i) identification of issues likely to require future legislative attention;
   (ii) opportunities to improve existing law through the analysis of problems experienced with the application of the law by an agency; and
   (iii) experiences of the state's citizens with the operation of an agency that may be amenable to improvement through legislative action;
(d) review proposed legislation of assigned agencies or entities as provided in the joint legislative rules; and
(e) accumulate, compile, analyze, and furnish information bearing upon its assignment and relevant to existing or prospective legislation as it determines, on its own initiative, to be pertinent to the adequate completion of its work.

These duties and responsibilities led the Committee through a myriad of activities, including meeting and hearing from the director of each of the agencies within the EAC’s purview. Administrative Rule matters arose at a majority of the Committee's meetings and the members provided whatever clarification or guidance they could to the stakeholders and administrators. Some progress was made on the issue of employee compensation for travel time, as requested in House Joint Resolution No. 7 (2001). The EAC monitored the reorganization of the Departments of Commerce and Labor and Industry, being particularly interested in building code enforcement, worker training, and work force development. The Committee also remained apprised of developments in the newly created Office of Economic Development within the Governor's Office.
In addition to the statutory duties enumerated in the law, the EAC was also required to review "the implementation and administration of the full cost accounting pilot program and mak[ing] recommendations for implementing a full cost accounting model for all state agencies." In that endeavor, Rep. McKenney and the EAC encouraged the Administration to continue exploring full cost accounting in the state’s quasi-entrepreneurial efforts.

The Committee's other major undertaking for the interim revolved around Senate Joint Resolution No. 22 which requested an interim study of various aspects of health care and health insurance. The EAC assigned the SJR 22 study to a subcommittee composed of members of the EAC, the Children, Families, Health and Human Services Interim Committee, and the Legislative Finance Committee.

After receiving, reviewing, discussing, and accepting the final report from the SJR 22 Subcommittee, the EAC formally requested that legislation be drafted to implement the Subcommittee's primary recommendation that follows.

**Recommendation 3: SJR 22 Subcommittee:** The SJR 22 Subcommittee and the Economic Affairs Interim Committee recommend that the state offer a tax credit to certain low-income individuals and to small businesses for a portion of health insurance premiums paid. For individuals, eligibility should be based on income and the credit amount should be based on the age of the insured. For small business, eligibility should be based on income and on the number of individuals employed by the small business and the credit amount should be based on the average age of the insured. The amount of credits that may be claimed in the aggregate in any fiscal year may not exceed $45 million. The credit should be offered on a trial basis as a pilot program and be terminated after 4 years, unless reauthorized by a future legislature.

During the EAC's discussion of the Subcommittee's report, the full EAC membership also agreed with two of the Subcommittee's other

---

1 The findings, conclusions, and recommendations of the SJR 22 effort are incorporated in a separate report, *Access and Barriers to Health Care*, Report of the SJR 22 Subcommittee, by Dave Bohyer and Gordy Higgins, Montana Legislative Services Division, December 2002.
recommendations, which follow.

**Recommendation 1: SJR 22 Subcommittee:** The SJR 22 Subcommittee and the Economic Affairs Interim Committee recommend: that the Department of Public Health and Human Services (DPHHS) explore the option of participating in a multi-state purchasing pool for prescription drugs on behalf of the citizens that DPHHS serves; that the Administration explore with the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes' their legal authority under the Hellgate Treaty of 1855, the Jay Treaty, and other treaties or federal laws, whether the federal government will allow the Tribes to enter into agreements with Canadian tribes for the importation into Montana of certain prescription drugs; and that the Administration explore whether the purchasing pool for prescription drugs in which the state participates on behalf of state employees can be expanded to include a broader spectrum of Montana's citizens.

**Recommendation 2: SJR 22 Subcommittee:** The SJR 22 Subcommittee and the Economic Affairs Interim Committee recognize the importance of the CHIP program in providing medical insurance for uninsured children and the value of the federal match in CHIP. At the same time, the Subcommittee and the EAC recognize the fiscal difficulties facing the state and, within the context of those difficulties, urges the Administration to place a high priority on maintaining the size of the CHIP program or expanding it if funding resources could be found, while keeping other programs in the DPHHS that have proven to be valuable to the health of the entire state.

A more detailed account of the EAC's activities is provided in the narrative of this report.
INTRODUCTION

The Economic Affairs Interim Committee (EAC) is one of seven interim committees established in Title 5, chapter 5, MCA. The general duties of the EAC are described in 5-5-215, MCA, which identifies the following tasks: review administrative rules; conduct assigned interim studies; monitor the activities of assigned agencies; identify emerging public policy issues and opportunities to improve current law; review legislation proposed by assigned agencies; compile and analyze information relevant to the Committee’s subject jurisdiction; and request legislation that the Committee considers to be advisable.

Under 5-5-223, MCA, the EAC is assigned seven "agencies":

- Department of Agriculture;
- Department of Commerce;
- Department of Labor and Industry;
- Department of Livestock;
- Department of Public Service Regulation;
- Office of the State Auditor and Insurance Commissioner; and
- Office of Economic Development.

The Committee is also assigned any entity that is attached for "administrative purposes only" to any of the seven agencies. The seven agencies assigned to the EAC have separate jurisdictions that cover diverse issues ranging from noxious weeds to consumer protection, from wage and hour laws to mad cow disease, from solid waste disposal to telecommunications, and from disability insurance to business incubators to the investment of public funds. Consequently, the EAC has the opportunity and responsibility for examining a variety of public policy issues.

Finally, as a result of legislation adopted by the 57th Legislature, the Committee was also required to review the implementation of and administration of the full cost accounting pilot program.²

COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

The Committee held a total of seven meetings during the 2001-02 interim, each of which was conducted in Helena. The meeting dates were:

- June 1, 2001
- September 7, 2001
- November 30, 2001
- February 15, 2002
- June 14, 2002
- August 30, 2002
- September 12, 2002

The early meetings were focused on organizational matters for the most part. The Committee also executed its statutorily required "liaison" function by hearing from representatives of each of the seven agencies for which the EAC has "monitoring" responsibilities. Interaction between the Committee and the agencies occurred at virtually every meeting of the Committee.

At six of the Committee's seven meetings, at least one administrative rule matter was either formally on the agenda or came up as a result of committee or citizen interest. In hearing administrative rules issues, the Committee fulfilled its dual roles of "sounding board" and constituent representative. (More details on these activities is included in Chapter 2.)

Economic development was also regular fare at Committee meetings. Representatives of the Governor's Office of Economic Development (OED) or the Department of Commerce typically reported on recent, ongoing, and future economic development activities. With the Governor's OED having just been established as a result of legislation in the 2001 Session,\(^3\) a significant portion of the OED activities reported to the Committee were merely initial efforts to establish the Office, its staff, and a solid work plan. The results of the work of the OED for the past 18 months will be unveiled in December

---

2002, as part of the Governor’s economic development plans for the 2004-05 biennium and beyond.

Through a subcommittee created to conduct a study of the costs of health care and health insurance, the Committee developed, examined, and disseminated a great deal of information on health insurance and health care, particularly in Montana. The work of the SJR 22 Subcommittee on Health Care and Health Insurance is detailed in a separate report available from the Legislative Services Division, *Access and Barriers to Health Care*.

Finally, the Committee fulfilled its responsibility to review potential legislation proposed by the seven agencies. Beginning in June 2002, the EAC received and reviewed proposed legislation from the Department of Labor and Industry, the Montana State Fund, the Department of Agriculture, the Public Service Commission, and the State Auditor and Insurance Commissioner. Ultimately, the Committee requested, on behalf of the respective agencies, that the Legislative Services Division staff prepare legislation to implement the proposals made by the agencies.4

---

4 See Minutes, Economic Affairs Interim Committee, June 14, 2002 and August 30, 2002, Montana Legislative Services Division.
CHAPTER TWO
TOPICAL ISSUES BEFORE THE COMMITTEE IN 2001-02

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Even before the 57th Legislature convened in January 2001, the topic of "economic development" was a major policy issue. To address the issue, the Governor proposed to reorganize the Departments of Commerce (DOC) and Labor and Industry (DOLI), as well as create the Office of Economic Development within the Office of the Governor. Acceding to the Governor's objectives, the Legislature adopted Senate Bill No. 445 which was intended to assist in efforts to expand and improve the state's economy.\(^5\)

Over the course of the interim, the Committee received several briefings from the staffs of the Office of Economic Development and the Department of Commerce regarding implementation of the recently adopted legislation. The EAC also received information from the staffs of the state Department of Agriculture and state Board of Investments on their respective roles in economic development.

Unfortunately, the tragedy of September 11, 2001, occurred and those events alone affected the economies of Montana, the United States, and countries around the world. Even so, Montana has bucked the national employment trend of the past 2 years by continuing to increase the number of jobs in the state. And while job creation is a positive factor, Montana ranks last among the 50 states in per capita income from wages and salaries and near the bottom in per capita personal income.

The clear message from the economic development ambassadors was that increasing the number of jobs in Montana, particularly higher-paying jobs, and raising the incomes of Montanans were the overarching goals. The state's efforts to recruit new business, retain and expand existing business, develop and apply new technology, and add value to the state's products and services

---

were all focused on the primary goals.

**FEDERAL REED ACT FUNDS**

The Committee was briefed by Wendy Keating, Commissioner, Department of Labor and Industry (DOLI), on a considerable sum of federal unemployment insurance funds that were to be transferred to Montana and other states. In labor and employment parlance, these funds are referred to as "Reed Act funds". The essence of Commissioner Keating's remarks follow.

- Employers pay both a state and a federal unemployment tax.
- The state tax goes to pay benefits for unemployment insurance claimants. The federal tax goes into the Federal Unemployment Tax Account (FUTA) fund and is allocated annually to the states.
- The federal tax is used solely for the administration of the unemployment insurance program, the Job Service Labor Exchange Program, and for labor market information activities. The federal government had, as of Spring 2002, a large surplus in the FUTA fund.
- As the surplus has built, there has been much pressure from states to release additional FUTA funds because the states have been underfunded in the administration of those programs.
- President Bush's economic stimulus package addressed the states' problem by allocating a 1-time only amount to each state from the FUTA surplus.
- Montana has received $18.5 million, but it can be used only for the administration of unemployment insurance, Labor Exchange, and labor market information. However, a state can put a portion of the allocation into its unemployment insurance trust funds to beef up the state's unemployment benefits.
- Montana's unemployment trust fund is very healthy and solvent, and it is growing. The Department expects the tax schedule for employers to remain at the lowest of the 10 possible schedules.
- Montana does not need to put money into the trust fund at this

---

6 These funds come from Section 209 of the Temporary Extended Unemployment Compensation Act of 2002 (TEUCA), which is Title II of the Job Creation and Worker Assistance Act of 2002, Public Law 107-147.
point. However there is a huge funding deficit and crisis in the administration of the unemployment insurance program. The Department will spend the newly acquired federal dollars to bring Montana's unemployment insurance administration up to a level of adequacy.

- There is no time limit on the expenditure of the Reed Act funds, and the Department is looking at legal ways to use the money to offset general fund expenditures.
- The Department will also use part of the funds to upgrade the available Internet interface so that people can file for benefit claims online. A part of the funds will also be used for an additional analyst position in the Research and Analysis Bureau.7

The DOLI will have proposed uses for these funds in the Executive Budget proposal. Potentially of particular interest to legislators and others will be how the Reed Act funds are used to replace funding that will have previously come from the state general fund and, simultaneously, meet the requirements of the Reed Act.8

ADMINISTRATIVE RULE REVIEW

Under the Committee's statutory duty to review rules proposed by the agencies assigned to it, the EAC examined several matters that generated considerable interest among those whom the rules affected most directly.

*Senate Bill No. 242: "The Donut Bill"

The issue of building code enforcement by a municipality outside the corporate limits of the municipality has been controversial for some time. Senate Bill No. 242 (2001) was intended to clarify statutory provisions relating to the authority of a municipality to

---

7 Keating's comments were reported in Minutes, Economic Affairs Interim Committee, June 14, 2002, Montana Legislative Services Division, and have been minimally revised here primarily to provide currency.

8 The Legislative Budget Analysis 2005 Biennium, to be published in late December 2002 or early January 2003 may have additional information on the proposed use of Reed Act funds.
enforce building codes within a 4 1/2 mile extrajurisdictional boundary, i.e., the 4 1/2 mile "donut" that surrounds a municipality's corporate boundary or city limits.\(^9\) As fate had it, SB 242 generated its own controversy through the legislative process and penultimately made its way through a couple of free conference committees before it was finally approved by both houses. In its final version, SB 242 was internally inconsistent and contradictory. The inconsistencies and contradictions in SB 242 were eventually confronted by the Building Codes Bureau, DOLI, whose staff was tasked with implementing the bill through administrative rules.

The Committee was initially briefed and then kept apprised of developments and implementation issues associated with SB 242. After hearing from DOLI staff that implementing SB 242 was nigh on impossible due to the internal contradictions, other parties also informed the EAC of other, primarily parochial, concerns and problems. For good or ill, the Committee was unable to remedy the problems radiating from SB 242.

Ultimately, the Yellowstone County Attorney requested an opinion from the Attorney General on the matter. According to the Attorney General's Opinion:

1. The owners of real property who may vote in the elections contemplated by SB 242 are those owners specifically listed within the definition of Mont. Code Ann. § 50-60-101(14) whose interests appear in the real property records in the office of the county clerk and recorder 30 days before the election.

2. Municipal jurisdictional areas existing under Mont. Code Ann. § 50-60-101(11) prior to the effective date of SB 242 lose jurisdiction to enforce municipal building code provisions as of the effective date of the bill, but such jurisdiction may be revived if it is approved by the voters in the election required by section 8 of SB 242 prior to December 31, 2001.\(^{10}\)


\(^{10}\) Opinions of the Attorney General, 49-011, as provided on the Attorney General's website, http://www.doj.mt.gov/ago/. Interestingly, the Attorney General had previously issued a different opinion on the matter, then withdrew the first opinion, just days before the second opinion was crafted, signed, and issued. Understandably, the website does not provide a copy of the opinion that was
While the Attorney General was drafting the Opinion and while several aggrieved individuals and municipalities were readying a lawsuit, the DOLI continued to refine its proposed rules and to receive comments.

Subsequent to the AG Opinion, a lawsuit was filed by three individuals and six municipalities, in which the plaintiffs requested that the Supreme Court assume original jurisdiction and issue a temporary injunction precluding the implementation of SB 242. In relatively short order, the Supreme Court did assume jurisdiction and granted the temporary injunction, thus:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the County Defendants are and shall be temporarily enjoined from passing any resolution, making any notice or conducting any election as otherwise required by Section 8 of SB 242, or from otherwise enforcing any provision of SB 242.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Department of Labor and Industry is and shall be temporarily enjoined from asserting state building code jurisdiction within the “donut areas” of the Municipal Defendants.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the portion of the Attorney General Opinion No. 49-011 which opines that the Municipal Plaintiffs have lost municipal code jurisdiction over their respective “donut areas” as of May 1, 2001, is stayed. 11

Plaintiffs and Defendants in the suit have each submitted briefs to the Court, as have amicus curiae. The Court's original temporary injunction has passed its 1-year anniversary, on November 20, 2001. Unless a decision is rendered quite soon, it may be that the 58th Legislature will readdress enforcement of building codes and render as moot the issues in the lawsuit.

The Economic Affairs Committee, while interested in the issue, the practical effects of enforcing (or not) the extrajurisdictional

withdrawn.

11 Montana Supreme Court, Order 01-815, November 20, 2001.
imposition of building codes, and the legal arguments of the "donut" bill, did not take a position on the merits of the arguments and make no recommendation.

Workers' Comp Reimbursement for Certain Medical Practitioners

The rates of reimbursement that the state's workers' compensation insurers are required to pay for the services of certain medical practitioners are set in administrative rules promulgated by the DOLI. For some years, apparently, these medical practitioners--who have different licensing requirements, but perform some of the same services--have received different reimbursement rates for several, virtually identical services. Understandably, that has caused problems for those practitioners who receive the lower reimbursement.

To address the issue, the DOLI proposed to revise the medical fee schedule that created the disparity. Under the initial proposal, the rates at issue paid to chiropractors would be increased. However, the proposed increase for the chiropractors (DC) would come at the direct expense of the occupational therapists (OT) and physical therapists (PT), whose reimbursement rates were to be reduced under the rules. This proposed solution was also viewed as problematic.

In response, the Committee suggested that the stakeholders engage in dialog and negotiation for the purpose of finding a mutually acceptable solution. Perhaps surprisingly, the DCs, OTs, PTs, and workers' compensation insurance representatives of the Montana State Fund and from Plans 1 and 2, collaborated on a solution: revise the service codes so DCs, OTs, and PTs use the same codes are reimbursed at the same rates.

To that end, the DOLI published notice of the proposed rule

---

12 The off-setting raising/lowering of fees situation resulted from the DOLI's interpretation of 39-71-704, MCA.
Engineers and Sprinkler Installers

Not unlike the previous two rules issues discussed above, this matter involved a controversy between two parties: licenced engineers and "sprinkler installers", more specifically, individuals who install fire protection sprinkler systems. The nub of the issue, for the engineers at least, was that there were and are individuals who install various sprinkler systems who are not licensed engineers. The licensed engineers, through the Board of Professional Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors (BOE) had contemplated interpreting the "scope of practice" of licensed engineers to include the design and installation of the sprinkler systems at issue.

In response, several sprinkler installers contended that their services were not "engineering", but merely installing a system of sprinklers. Some noted that the engineers' statutory "scope of practice" had not been previously interpreted, for possibly 10 years or longer, to include sprinkler installation. Moreover, they proposed that if the BOE thought that engineers' scope of practice should include sprinkler installation, the most appropriate process to follow would be legislation. At the very least, the BOE should formally propose an administrative rule under the Montana Administrative Procedure Act.

Subsequent to the Committee's briefing on the matter and further consideration by the BOE, the BOE proposed rules related to fire protection system designs, more specifically shop drawings for fire

---

13 *Montana Administrative Register, MAR Notice No. 24-29-161, Issue # 9, pp. 1403-1419, May 16, 2002.*

14 *Montana Administrative Register, Rule Adoption, Issue # 12, pp. 1758-1765, June 27, 2002.*

15 The scope of practice for engineers is described in Title 37, chapter 67, MCA.
The proposed rules were ultimately adopted, and became effective November 15, 2002. A representative of the BOE is unaware of any proposed legislation for the 2003 Session that would alter the statutory description of a licensed engineer’s “scope of practice” to include sprinkler installation.

**APRNs, CRNAs, and Anesthesiologists**

A sign of the times in the delivery of health care is the growth in the number of Advanced Practice Registered Nurses (APRN) and the proliferation of APRN practices, particularly in rural states and rural communities. In some regions of Montana, an APRN may be the only medically trained person within scores of miles or hours of driving time.

An issue arose as an administrative rule was proposed by the Board of Nursing (BON) that was intended, ostensibly, to clarify a "level of nursing care" matter -- at least according to the BON, the APRNs, and Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists (CRNA). Innocuous at first blush, the revision to the rule would have clarified that historic and traditional CRNA services provided as part of an operation were "independent" practice.

Voicing concern over patient care, however, the state’s anesthesiologists contended that historic and traditional CRNA practice included supervision by the person performing the operation.

---


17 *Montana Administrative Register*, Rule Adoption, Issue # __, pp. ________, (date). The Rule has been adopted, but citation is unavailable on the Secretary of State’s website.

18 Correspondence with Todd Boucher, Program Administrator, Board of Professional Engineers and Professional Land Surveyors, Helena, Montana, Dec. 2002.

19 *Minutes*, Economic Affairs Interim Committee, August 30, 2002; in testimony of: Ms. Kim Powell, Chair, Board of Nursing Subcommittee on APRN Rule Review; Jim Ahrens, Montana Hospital Association; Margaret Morgan, Montana Association of Nurse Anesthetists; Ms Sami Butler, Montana Nurses Association; Senator Eve Franklin.
and, therefore, the practice was not "independent". Moreover, the anesthesiologists contended that the BON, through the proposed rule revision, was attempting to expand the CRNAs "scope of practice". They also stated that expanding the scope of practice was a matter that was within the purview of the legislature only, not the BON.\footnote{Minutes, Economic Affairs Interim Committee, August 30, 2002; in testimony of: Susan Good, Montana Society of Anesthesiologists; Mona Jamison, Attorney for Anesthesiologists; Dr. Michael Sterbis, MD, (Anesthesiologist).}

After the Committee heard from representatives of the stakeholders at two successive meetings, the EAC members advised the involved parties to work toward a mutual agreement. After all, the EAC counseled, should the matter be resolved through legislation, it was possible that neither the CRNAs nor the anesthesiologists would be satisfied.

As of the Committee's final meeting, on September 12, 2002, there was no report of a resolution to the stakeholders' differences.

Leave Policy Changes for Montana State Fund Employees

Under the provision of Senate Bill No. 145 (Ch. 314, Laws of Montana, 2001), the Montana State Fund was authorized to develop one or more alternative personal leave plans for some or all of its employees. The authority included the ability of the State Fund to develop an alternative personal leave plan for a particular class of employees or work unit.

The State Fund reported to the Committee that the State Fund had adopted an alternative leave plan for some State Fund employees.\footnote{See Minutes, Economic Affairs Interim Committee, September 12, 2002, testimony of Joanne Shydian, Personnel Officer, Montana State Fund.} Representatives of the State Fund submitted a written description of the State Fund's leave plan and said that, in general, the new plan substituted 6 days of "personal leave" for 6 days of "sick leave".

---

\footnote{Minutes, Economic Affairs Interim Committee, August 30, 2002; in testimony of: Susan Good, Montana Society of Anesthesiologists; Mona Jamison, Attorney for Anesthesiologists; Dr. Michael Sterbis, MD, (Anesthesiologist).}
Compensability of Employee Travel Time

Federal law and regulations, state law and regulations, and court decisions are sufficiently overlapping, contradictory, and confusing that the 57th Legislature encouraged a dialog among the entities responsible for administering the law. In short, House Joint Resolution No. 7 (2001) requested the DOLI to review the law and administrative rules related to the compensability of employee travel time. More specifically, HJR 7 stated:

That the Montana Department of Labor and Industry is strongly urged to:

(1) review state laws and administrative rules to simplify and clarify laws related to the compensability of employee travel time;
(2) meet jointly with representatives of the United States Department of Labor and other interested employer and employee representatives to discuss streamlining and reducing the complexity of federal and state laws regarding the compensability of employee travel time; and
(3) report to the [Economic Affairs] Interim Committee on its joint meetings and progress to clarify and simplify the myriad of cumbersome and confusing laws and regulations regarding an employer's responsibility to pay employee travel time.

The travel time rules were not just confusing, but resulted in either overpayment or underpayment of wages, which inadvertently subjected employers to having a claim filed against them (litigation) or DOLI hitting them with fines and penalties because the employer misapplied the law.

Representatives of the Montana DOLI and the U.S. Department of Labor met several times during the 2001-02 interim to discuss the issue of compensating employees for travel time. The result of some meetings with the U.S. Department of Labor representatives and others was that the DOLI, Labor Standards Bureau staff revised the nettlesome rules and agreed to create a "help line" concerning travel time issues on the DOLI website in a way that it would make it easier for employers to figure out when they should pay wages for employee
travel time.\textsuperscript{22} The DOLI also proposed conducting educational seminars on travel time for employers.\textsuperscript{23}

**Full Cost Accounting Pilot Program**

During the 56th Legislative Session (1999) and prior to the 57th Legislature convening in January 2001, there was concern among legislators and their constituents that the State of Montana was engaging in entrepreneurial activities that were in direct competition with certain private businesses. As a result, House Bill No. 73 was passed and approved.\textsuperscript{24} As adopted, HB 73 stated:

\begin{quote}
(1) The legislature finds that acknowledging the complete costs of agency programs and services enables policymakers to develop more informed decisions, identify opportunities for streamlining programs and services, facilitate cost-saving efforts, and better plan for the future.

(2) The legislature further finds that applying a full cost accounting model may result in the following benefits:

(a) agency rates and fees for goods and services that are set correctly and fairly;
(b) agency budget requests that are more clear and defensible; and
(c) programs or services that may be operated more effectively or offered for less cost.

(3) The legislature further finds that full cost accounting serves different goals and audiences than traditional government accounting reports.

(4) Therefore, the legislature declares that there is a compelling public need to adopt a full cost accounting model to isolate state agency program costs.
\end{quote}

In subsequent language, HB 79 laid out a series of definitions, requirements, and timelines for the executive branch to follow in

\textsuperscript{22} The Department's website, http://erd.dli.mt.gov/, through the Labor Standards link, now provides information on the determination of pay status while traveling.

\textsuperscript{23} Correspondence with Ms. Eddy McClure, Staff Attorney for the EAC, December 2002.

\textsuperscript{24} Chapter 489, Laws of Montana, 2001.
executing a "full cost accounting pilot program". One of the requirements was that the administration report back to the Committee on the findings and conclusions of the pilot program. On September 12, 2002, staff of the Governor's Office of Budget and Program Planning coordinated reports from the nine programs that were specifically identified in HB 73.25

The short of the story is that the pilot program discovered a few instances in which the state program was, in fact, undercutting the prices charged in the private sector. However, when all was said and done, the administration, in the report, concluded that "there are no recommendations from the Governor’s Office to privatize any of these nine service areas at this time".26

The Committee members showed considerable interest in the reports on the several programs. Committee Chairman, Senator Dale Mahlum, and other members posed numerous questions to programs representatives. At the conclusion of the discussion, EAC member Rep. Joe McKenney stated that he liked the full-cost accounting method concept and that the administration should be encouraged to expand it into other areas of state government.27

25 A copy of the report, Full Cost Accounting Pilot Program, Compiled by the Office of Budget and Program Planning, September 9, 2002, is included at Appendix A. Staff comments are in Minutes, Economic Affairs Interim Committee, September 12, 2002, Montana Legislative Services Division.

26 Ibid., p. 6.

27 Minutes, Economic Affairs Interim Committee, September 12, 2002, Montana Legislative Services Division.
CHAPTER THREE
ACCESS AND BARRIERS TO HEALTH CARE

ISSUE BACKGROUND

The cost of health care in Montana, like the cost of health care virtually everywhere else in the United States, has been increasing faster than the rate of general inflation for a number of years. In recent years, the annual increases have been in the double-digit percentages. In a state like Montana, where average family incomes are notoriously low, the base cost of health care plus the added rates of growth have made the total cost of health care terribly burdensome in many cases and economically unfeasible in many others.

Coupled with the rising costs of health care is a trend of increasing cost of health insurance. This situation, again set against low incomes, has resulted in a relatively high proportion of Montana's population living without health insurance.

Set against this backdrop, the 57th Legislature adopted Senate Joint Resolution No. 22. The underpinnings of SJR 22 are summarized in its preamble:

WHEREAS, rising health care costs are detrimental to stable lifestyles and the well-being of families; and
WHEREAS, health care costs and health insurance rates are increasing above the rate of inflation; and
WHEREAS, rising health insurance costs have a significant impact on the overall personnel and salary budgets of governmental agencies; and
WHEREAS, uncompensated care is a burden on all taxpayers, insurance carriers, and insurance consumers; and
WHEREAS, prescription drug costs may be driven by advertising that extols the virtues of the newest expensive drug; and
WHEREAS, because of the increased cost, a large percentage of employers in Montana no longer offer insurance benefits to their employees and many employees who have insurance have dropped dependents from coverage; and
WHEREAS, all Montanans should have the opportunity to have health insurance coverage, yet 20% are not covered; and
WHEREAS, mandating coverage for certain health care services and providers adds to the cost of insurance; and
WHEREAS, the 58th Legislature will likely have numerous health care and health insurance issues to address.

The rationale for the study request was followed by the general direction that the Legislature wished the study to take. As stated in the body of SJR 22, the study was intended to examine:

1. purchasing pools for individual and small group insurance;
2. provider reimbursement rates and cost shifting of health care costs;
3. access to affordable prescription drugs;
4. strategies to decrease the number of uninsured Montanans;
5. factors causing health insurance rates to increase above the rate of inflation;
6. the feasibility of recreating the Health Care Advisory Council; and
7. any other issues that the committee or the staff deem appropriate and relevant to the problem.

Having a considerable amount of other statutorily assigned duties, the EAC discussed the potential merits of creating a subcommittee to focus on the SJR 22 study.

SJR 22 SUBCOMMITTEE

At the EAC's first meeting, the decision was made to create a subcommittee to conduct the study requested in SJR 22. EAC chairman, Sen. Dale Mahlum, appointed Rep. Joe McKenney as chairman of the subcommittee and Sen. Jon Ellingson as vice chairman. The decision was also made to solicit members of the Children, Families, Health and Human Services Interim Committee and the Legislative Finance Committee to participate on the subcommittee. As finally constituted, the SJR 22 Subcommittee on Health Care and Health Insurance was composed of 14 members, as follows:
Conceivably, any of the primary topics of study listed in SJR 22 could consume the time, effort, and resources of more than one committee. Consequently, the Subcommittee narrowed its attention to focus on two primary goals:

1. enhanced access to affordable health insurance; and
2. delivery of cost-effective, quality health care.

SJR 22 SUBCOMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

The SJR 22 Subcommittee met a total of nine times during the 2001-02 interim, and was assisted in its work through the efforts of a Tax Credit Working Group. The Subcommittee's meetings were conducted in Helena on the following dates:
As stated by Rep. McKenney in presenting the Subcommittee's recommendations to the full EAC, the Subcommittee looked at:

... tax policy changes, medical savings accounts, the subsidized buy-in to the state employee purchasing pool, the full-cost buy-in to the public health insurance plan, the CHIP employer buy-in, the expansion of CHIP to cover parents, single-payer systems; purchasing pools for health insurance, the MCHA and its needs, hospital rate review regulations, certificate of need, prescription drug costs, assistance for senior citizens and purchasing pools, the West Virginia multi-state purchasing pool, the reestablishment of the former Health Care Authority, the need for a health care inventory and ombudsman, and a defined contribution plan for health benefits.  

While the scope of topics examined by the Subcommittee was extensive, the members focused on three areas: purchasing pools, the Childrens Health Insurance Program, and tax credit for health insurance premium. A full presentation of the Subcommittee's work is provided in the Subcommittee's final report, *Access and Barriers to Health Care* and, therefore, is not provided here. However, a quick overview of the three focal issues and the Subcommittee's recommendations are worth recapitulating.

**PURCHASING POOLS**

To illustrate the concept of a purchasing pool for commodities, the State of Montana has had for many years a "central stores" program that purchases a variety of office supplies in bulk. The central store

---

28 *Minutes*, Economic Affairs Interim Committee, September 12, 2002, Montana Legislative Services Division.
then resells the items to state agencies at a price that is only marginally marked up from the wholesale cost of the items. The low mark-up means that an individual agency is able to purchase the items from the central store at a considerable discount to the going rate that the agency would otherwise pay at a retail supplier. Thus, the bulk purchasing power of central stores benefits the state agencies directly and, indirectly, the states' taxpayers.

The Subcommittee explored the pooling concept in two related but very different areas of health insurance: (1) by pooling covered employees through a consortium of employers; and (2) by examining the prescription drug purchasing pooling concept, as implemented in West Virginia and several other states.29

The pooling of small business employers for the purpose of lowering the cost for health insurance has been attempted in Montana, but has had little success. For numerous reasons, some of them unknown, a sufficient "pool" of employers did not form--and perhaps could not be formed. Also for numerous reasons, a sufficient number of interested insurance providers never materialized. It is questionable whether or not pooling small businesses in an attempt to lower the cost of health insurance is practical in Montana, at least not without significant changes in public policy.30

A prescription drug purchasing pool has also been tried in Montana, particularly within the public sector. For example, the prescription drug benefit within the health benefits plan for state employees is contracted to a "pharmacy benefits manager" or PBM, through a competitive bidding process. The pool of over ten

---

29 The subtopics of "pools" that the Subcommittee examined included: employer buy-in programs; full cost buy-ins; prescription drug benefit plan pooling in other states; multi-state pooling arrangements in 2001; seniors eligible for Medicaid price discounts; medicaid waivers; the state, DPHHS, and other purchasing pool options; medical savings accounts; subsidized buy-in to the state employee purchasing pool; full-cost buy-in to the public health insurance; CHIP employer buy-in; the MCHA and its needs; assistance for senior citizens and; purchasing pools in the matter of prescription drugs

30 See Access and Barriers to Health Care, the Final Report of the SJR 22 Subcommittee of the Economic Affairs Interim Committee, December 2002, Montana Legislative Services, particularly pp. 6-10.
thousand state employees has been sufficient to attract the interest of pharmaceutical providers and, as a result, the cost of prescription drugs to state employees is typically less than the cost to an individual or even a member of a smaller pool.

The current direct bulk drug-purchasing model available in Montana is through the Minnesota Multi-state Contracting Alliance for Pharmacy (MMCAP). MMCAP is a group of state agencies and nonfederal governmental units that are eligible to obtain pharmaceuticals and allied supplies and services using contracts established with pharmaceutical manufacturers and other vendors. MMCAP is administered by the Minnesota Department of Administration, Materials Management Division. Funding is provided through administrative fees collected from contracted manufacturers and is used solely to support this program. There is no membership fee to participate in MMCAP. This program has been in existence since 1985 and has grown to over 2,939 participating facilities in 40 states. The annual pharmaceutical sales volume is $600 million. MMCAP has moved into national account status with all of the major and generic pharmaceutical manufacturers.31

As a member of MMCAP, Montana can utilize its services at state facilities but has contracted with McKesson Medication Management LLC to deliver pharmaceuticals and pharmacy services to the Department of Corrections, Montana State Hospital, Montana Developmental Center, and the Montana Chemical Dependency Center. Although the State of Montana has a contract with MMCAP for providing pharmaceuticals, the state has approved McKesson's use of its own drug contracts as long as it can prove it provides them at less cost to the State than is provided through MMCAP purchases.

Because the state's public sector purchasing pools have had some success and for other reasons, the SJR 22 Subcommittee and the full EAC make the following recommendation:

31 The statements here are from the November 18 memo from Maggie Bullock, but originated from the website, MM CAP Home Page, Minnesota Multi-state Contracting Alliance for Pharmacy. 13 Nov. 2002. <http://www.mmd.admin.state.mn.us/mmcap.htm>
RECOMMENDATION 1

The SJR 22 Subcommittee recommends: that the Department of Public Health and Human Services (DPHHS) explore the option of participating in a multi-state purchasing pool for prescription drugs on behalf of the citizens that DPHHS serves; that the Administration explore with the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes' their legal authority under the Hellgate Treaty of 1855, the Jay Treaty, and other treaties or federal laws, whether the federal government will allow the Tribes to enter into agreements with Canadian tribes for the importation into Montana of certain prescription drugs; and that the Administration explore whether the purchasing pool for prescription drugs in which the state participates on behalf of state employees can be expanded to include a broader

CHILDRENS HEALTH INSURANCE PROGRAM

The Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) program is an insurance program for children in families with incomes less than 150 percent of the federal poverty level ($26,475 for a family of 4 in 2001). The state contracts with private insurance carriers to provide and pay for services. Families with incomes above 100 percent of the federal poverty level pay an annual co-payment of $215. CHIP is funded from a fixed federal grant. States have three years from the time it is received to spend the grant allotment. Federal funds require a state match based on a percentage of the match rate for Medicaid benefits. The Montana match requirement for federal CHIP funding is 19.09 percent in fiscal 2002, and 19.24 percent in fiscal 2003. Administrative costs are limited to 10 percent of the grant amount.32

In Montana, the CHIP program provides health insurance to approximately 9,300 children who are ineligible for other publicly funded health care and whose parents have not purchased health

insurance for other, typically economic, reasons.

The SJR 22 Subcommittee focused on the CHIP program because of its success in providing health insurance for children in low-income families, the highly beneficial federal matching ratio of approximately 4:1, and the widespread support for the program.

First and foremost, the SJR Subcommittee recognized the CHIP program as a highly visible, successful program. After learning of several types of "buy-in" programs, the Subcommittee became interested in the idea of expanding the eligibility criteria, primarily the income threshold, to make additional children eligible. Expanding the coverage is possible currently, but doing so would require additional general fund appropriations.

Other intriguing prospects included the possibility of expanding the eligibility criteria to allow participation by the parents of eligible children, or senior citizens who would already be eligible under the income threshold but are excluded only because of their age. (The program is limited to children aged 18 or younger.)

In the end, the state's current fiscal situation became a very influential concern. As a result, the SJR 22 Subcommittee and the full EAC make the following recommendation.

**Recommendation 2**

The SJR 22 Subcommittee recognizes the importance of the CHIP program in providing medical insurance for uninsured children and the value of the federal match in CHIP. At the same time, the Subcommittee recognizes the fiscal difficulties facing the state and, within the context of those difficulties, urges the Administration to place a high priority on maintaining the size of the CHIP program or expanding it if funding resources could be found, while keeping other programs in the DPHHS that have proven to be valuable to the health of the entire state.
TAX CREDITS FOR INSURANCE PREMIUMS

The cost of health insurance has been increasing in recent years, to the point that it has become prohibitively expensive for a variety of individuals and businesses. In an effort to explore options for reducing the cost of health insurance, the SJR 22 Subcommittee hit upon the idea of tax credits for insurance premiums. Under the credit concept, certain individuals and businesses would be eligible for a tax credit to offset a portion of the cost of health insurance.

Through a group designated by Subcommittee Chairman Rep. Joe McKenney, the Tax Credit Working Group explored the complexities of establishing the tax credits. The exploration began by identifying the factors affecting the tax credits, and proceeded from there by setting the parameters for the credits. After many forays into estimating the potential cost of the credits, the Subcommittee narrowed the scope of eligibility for the credits to low-income individuals and "small businesses" as measured by the number of employees and limited by a business's income.

A more complete explanation of the Subcommittee's activities is provided in Access and Barriers to Health Care. In short, the recommendation of the Subcommittee and the full EAC follows.

RECOMMENDATION 3

The SJR 22 Subcommittee recommends that the state offer a tax credit to certain low-income individuals and to small businesses for a portion of health insurance premiums paid. For individuals, eligibility should be based on income and the credit amount should be based on the age of the insured. For small business, eligibility should be based on income and on the number of individuals employed by the small business and the credit amount should be based on the average age of the insured. The amount of credits that may be claimed in the aggregate in any fiscal year may not exceed $45 million. The credit should be offered on a trial basis as a pilot program and be terminated after 4 years.

---

33 Access and Barriers to Health Care, a Final Report of the SJR 22 Subcommittee on Health Care and Health Insurance, December 2002, Montana Legislative Services Division.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The 2001-2002 interim was an active one for the Economic Affairs Interim Committee. Having conducted seven full EAC meetings, eight meetings of the SJR 22 Subcommittee on Health Care and Health Insurance, and a handful of meetings by the HJR 22 Tax Credit Working Group, there was plenty of work to go around.

The Committee’s most visible and perhaps most significant work was accomplished through the SJR 22 Subcommittee on Health Care and Health Insurance. However, the collaborative agreements reached by the various stakeholders in the several administrative rule disputes may also be attributable, in part, to the counsel and admonitions of the Committee. What is not in doubt is that the spectrum of "economic affairs" that is within the Committee’s purview leaves plenty of work to be done in future interims.
APPENDIX A

Full Cost Accounting Program
Report to the Economic Affairs Interim Committee

September 2002